Ecotourism – conservation of the natural and cultural heritage
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Motto
“...putting a Green Glove on Adam Smith’s hidden hand of the market place.”
Geoffrey Lipman, the WTTC’s President, when unveiled the Green Glove programme, Montreal, 1994

Abstract. Sometimes the concept of ecotourism is widely misunderstood and it is often used as a marketing instrument in order to promote tourism businesses related to nature. Ecotourism means not only nature, it also includes indigenous cultures. It is about fostering respect for nature and for cultures, too. The true ecotourism represents only “responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment and improves the well-being of the local people” (TIES 1990). This paper clarifies the definition of the ecotourism concept versus related concepts as “sustainable tourism”, “responsible tourism”, “nature based travel” or “green travel”, presents the principles and benefits of ecotourism which is seen as a win-win solution and a Business Biodiversity model. We approach also the issue of commodification and ecotourism and the implications for local cultures and people. The key of a successful ecotourism which avoids the risk of corroding local cultures is the incorporation of local cultures and people into industry. Finally, the paper presents Romania case: main stakeholders and projects for Eco-Romania, which gained in 2009 two Golden Apple award for ecotourism, and a short description of two remarkable eco-destinations: Retzat National Park and Hateg Country Dinosaur Geopark, which developed the UNESCO concept of geopark and the European Geopark Network Strategy.
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1. Ecotourism – conceptual framework
The International Ecotourism Society (2009) defines ecotourism as "responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the environment and improves the well-being of local people." (TIES definition from 1990). Considering its logo “uniting conservation, communities and sustainable travel”, The International Ecotourism Society (2009) states the following ecotourism principles:
  • Minimize impact.
  • Build environmental and cultural awareness and respect.
  • Provide positive experiences for both visitors and hosts.
  • Provide direct financial benefits for conservation.
  • Provide financial benefits and empowerment for local people.
  • Raise sensitivity to host countries’ political, environmental, and social climate.
Another definition of ecotourism and ecotourist is that of Ziffer, K.A. (1989): "A form of tourism inspired primarily by the natural history of an area, including its indigenous cultures. The ecotourist visits relatively undeveloped areas in the spirit of appreciation, participation and sensitivity. The ecotourist practices a non-consumptive use of wildlife and natural resources and contributes to the visited area through labour or financial means aimed at directly benefiting the conservation of the site and the economic well-being of the local residents. The visit should strengthen the ecotourist's appreciation and dedication to conservation issues in general, and to the specific needs of the locale. Ecotourism also implies a managed approach by the host country or region which commits itself to establishing and maintaining the sites with the participation of local residents, marketing them appropriately, enforcing regulations, and using the proceeds of the enterprise to fund the area’s land management as well as community development."

Honey, M. (2008) defined ecotourism as travel to fragile, pristine, and usually protected areas that strives to be low impact and (often) small scale. It helps educate the traveler; provides funds for conservation; directly benefits the economic development and political empowerment of local communities; and fosters respect for different cultures and for human rights.

Efforts for conceptual framework of ecotourism were also made by our country, where Association of Ecotourism in Romania (2009) adopted and promoted the following ecotourism definition: „Ecotourism is a form of tourism in which the main motivation for the tourist is the observation and appreciation of nature and local tradition in natural areas, and which must fulfill the following conditions:

1. contributes to nature conservation and protection;
2. supports the well being of local people, stressing local ownership, as well as business opportunities for local people (especially in rural areas);
3. has an educational component that creates awareness about nature conservation, both for tourists and local communities;
4. requires the lowest possible negative impact on the environment and on the socio-cultural component."

Untamed Path (2009) focuses on the main characteristic of ecotourism: the trip will help “conserve and improve” the places the tourist visits. Also, Untamed Path (2009), trying to define the experience of ecotourism, presents on its web-site the definitions of other related concepts: sustainable tourism, responsible tourism, nature-based tourism and green-tourism. In its view:

- **Sustainable tourism** represents any form of tourism that does not reduce the availability of resources and does not inhibit future travelers from enjoying the same experience. For example, if the presence of large numbers of tourists disturbs an animal's mating patterns so that there are fewer of that species in the future, then that visit was not sustainable.

- **Responsible tourism** represents tourism operating so as to minimize negative impacts on the environment.

- **Nature-based tourism** is a more generic term for any activity or travel experience with a focus on nature. These types of trips may or may not be environmentally sustainable or responsible.

- **Green tourism** is a term often used interchangeably with eco-tourism and sustainable tourism but more accurately described as "any activity or facility operating in an environmentally friendly fashion". The core of this concept is where resources are coming from and where wastes are going, solar powered lighting etc.

It is very important to mention that ecotourism can be (but it is not automatically) a form of sustainable tourism. Achieving sustainable ecotourism involves a balance between economic, environmental and social goals, and ethical values and principles. The principles of a real sustainable tourism are: using resources sustainably, reducing over-consumption and waste, maintaining diversity, integrating tourism into
planning, supporting local economies, involving local communities, consulting stakeholders and the public, training staff, marketing tourism responsibly, undertaking research and monitoring the industry.

The global importance of ecotourism is highlighted by several international agreements including: The UN Commission on Sustainable Development, 7th Session 1999; the UN World Tourism Organization Code of Ethics (1999); The Guidelines on Biodiversity and Tourism Development issued by the CBD (2003); The Quebec Declaration on Ecotourism (2002); and the World Summit on Sustainable Development (2002). Guidelines and standards relating to sustainable / responsible tourism (including specific reference to biodiversity) are also being developed by the Tour Operators’ Initiative for Sustainable Development which has created environmental guidelines for hotels, resorts and tourist attractions.

2. Ecotourism – a win-win solution and a Business Biodiversity model

We can define Business Biodiversity concept as "commercial enterprise that generates profits through production processes which conserve biodiversity, use biological resources sustainably and share the benefits arising out of this use equitably" (Building Biodiversity Report 2008). The business case for biodiversity is easy to make when a company depends directly on biodiversity to operate (the case of nature-based tourism), but examples can be found in other business sectors too, where greater biodiversity is associated with lower costs, increased productivity and higher profits. The concept of Business Biodiversity is related with Potsdam Initiative – Biological Diversity 2010 (G8 Environment Ministers Meeting, Potsdam, 15 – 17 March, 2007), when it was initiated the process of analyzing the global economic benefit of biological diversity.

Also United States Agency for International Development (1995, in Synthesis Report Stemming the Loss of Biological Diversity: An Assessment of USAID Support for Protected-Area Management) identified ecotourism as an enterprise with potential positive contributions to the conservation of endangered biological resources. Ecotourism is seen as a win-win solution and its contributions include the raising of local awareness on the value of biological resources, the increase of local participation in the benefits of biodiversity conservation, and the generation of revenues for the conservation of biologically rich areas.

The Building Biodiversity Report 2008, analyzing the business biodiversity landscape, considers ecotourism a sector of potential business opportunities, together with other sectors as ‘biodiversity-friendly’ agriculture, sustainable forestry, a trade with non-timber forest products, sustainable fisheries and aquaculture, carbon sequestration in biomass, watershed protection, bioprospecting, biodiversity offsets, biodiversity management services, recreational hunting and sport fishing. Ecotourism, as a biodiversity business model, has already enjoyed success in European economy.

Ecotourism is promoted as a means of achieving community development and preservation of natural environments. An ideal model of ecotourism is an integration of conservation and development, in which entrepreneurs, government and tourists create sustainable development while improving the welfare of local people. There are a lot of examples of how ecotourism is making direct, significant contributions to biodiversity conservation. One approach is through revenue generated to support protected areas. Some protected areas generate significant revenue from visitor fees collected at the point of entry or as user fees applied as, for example, part of an overall package cost (South Africa). In addition to the payment of fees, financial contributions may be generated by the sale of licenses, concessions and leases. Public authorities often delegate responsibility for managing tourism operations in protected areas to private businesses, NGOs, individuals or local communities (Indonesia). Many countries also impose indirect taxes on tourists and tourism facilities, with a proportion of the revenues earmarked for conservation (Belize, Caicos Islands).

In Building Biodiversity Report 2008 the following investment opportunities in ecotourism are identified:
• Invest in ecotourism companies that can then take on the management of tourism concessions in national parks. These companies could also create or invest in private ecotourism facilities in areas of important biodiversity. Such investments could range from joint partnerships with existing ecotourism or hotel management companies to the creation of new companies. Any tourism facilities / operations would need to be certified according to credible standards.

• Investment in joint ventures (public–private partnerships), particularly between communities and the private sector (and government), based on participatory and equitable negotiations.

• A variation on this theme would be to invest in and / or create a ‘chain’ of ecotourism hotels and related operations – with well-designed facilities, professional management, centralized ‘back office’ operations, and a common promotional strategy – to create a brand that is synonymous with the highest ecotourism standards. This goal could also be achieved by buying a number of leading ecotourism operations.

• Invest in existing eco-funds, and / or create new investment funds, that include ecotourism in their portfolios.

• In the generation of sustainable livelihoods via businesses that value biodiversity there are opportunities to improve marketing (from product development to distribution); performance indicators to measure conservation results and poverty reduction; improved procedures for knowledge transfer between different projects, and investment in small / community-based operators whose services and products can be integrated in the mainstream tourism industry.

3. Commodification and ecotourism – implications for local cultures and people

Generally, “commodification is the process of changing a cultural element, such as a household craft, or a natural object such as a native plant or animal community, into a commodity that can be exchanged in a monetary market: in essence, taking something that was not marketed and turning it into something that it is.” (King, D., Stewart, W., 1996). Commodification of local culture and environment is a widely reported social impact of ecotourism with implications over indigenous people, too. Ecotourism can have both positive and negative effects on indigenous people. Indigenous people are considered the descendents of original inhabitants, distinct in language, culture or religion from the dominant population, who see themselves partly in terms of their habitat, who have a subsistence economy involving direct dependence on their habitat, and who manage resources collectively, often by a consensus of elders.

The negative impact of ecotourism is determined by the injection of the contrasting, external cultural influences and by the commodification that accompanies ecotourism development. The commodification of nature implies a change in the meaning of indigenous people environment, from a source of direct sustenance with a use value to a commodity with an exchange value. (King, D., Stewart, W., 1996). This represents a shifting in the relationship between the indigenous people and their environment: now they are working for tourism, not for land anymore, what is in fact a shifting from traditional, life-sustaining activities to service activities. The process of commodification is facilitated by concepts such as “national park”, “protected area”, “endangered species”, “virgin forest”, “intact ecosystem” that have become artifacts for the ecotourists of the developed world. The problem is that the ecotourism industry can produce contrasts in values of the local cultures, because not only does the indigenous people’s environment become commodified, but also their work: their lifestyle turns to serving the tourists, so, in consequence, the authentic aspects of their lifestyle become blurred.

Positive implications of ecotourism are likely to be the greatest when the indigenous culture is already in a state of decline as a result of natural resource scarcity. In such cases, the local people may realize that change is needed and may be prepared for it. Negative cultural impact of ecotourism can be reduced if
indigenous people become decision-makers regarding the amount, location, timing and nature of tourist visitation to protected areas. Thus, local people are empowered to control the direction of cultural change, and the commodification of some cultural events and places may be viewed as desirable. It is very important to understand that ecotourism does not represent a panacea, an instrument for financing the protected areas. It requires cooperation and even partnerships between government and indigenous people, and managers really involved in understanding the cultural issues that could arise from establishing protected areas.

The key of a successful ecotourism is the incorporation of local cultures and populations into the industry. The local resentment to being cut-off from the benefits of ecotourism is thus reduced (for example, the cases of the Galapagos Islands of Ecuador, which suffered considerable socio-cultural conflict due to the fact that most of the tourism labor force was brought from mainland Ecuador, and of Maasai nomadic pastoralists who considered inadequate the compensation paid to them for their displacement from traditional lands because of the establishment of national parks and killed the wildlife in protest are of common knowledge.)

In conclusion, we may summarize the outstanding issues regarding ecotourism as: risk (unregulated, ecotourism can damage the environment and corrode local cultures), distribution of benefits (the local economic impact may be reduced), perceptions (developing countries fear that their parks and protected areas will become playgrounds for tourists and their land will not be available for farming, to feed and employ their indigenous population), lack of information (more and better information is needed about the actual and potential economic contributions of ecotourism enterprises and practices).

4. Case-study: discover eco-Romania

The Association of Ecotourism in Romania (AER) has the initiative to pave the way forward in the ecotourism sub-sector, of course, together with the Ministry of Tourism and all the business stakeholders. This is facilitated by the fact that in 2009 the ecotourism area Marginimea Sibiului and the Danube Delta Biosphere Reserve have got the Golden Apple Award for tourism in 2009. Golden Apple is awarded every year by the World Federation of Travel Journalists and Writers. Since it was set up in 1970, Golden Apple went to 41 destinations, so, Romania having at present 4 trophies (1975 – Moldovita Monastery and an award for an air company this year) could be considered a tourism destination.

The Association of Ecotourism in Romania has achieved a partnership for nature conservation and tourism development among tourism associations, non-governmental associations acting in local development and nature conservation, nature conservation projects and travel agencies. Therefore, the innovative idea promoted by AER is to bring together the public and the private sector in a partnership for nature conservation and sustainable tourism development. Its main objectives are: the creation and promotion of a well-defined image of Romania as an Ecotourism Destination at an international level, the development of ecotourism services and infrastructure for the proposed Eco-Destinations in Romania, and nature conservation and sustainable development in Romania. AER adopted and promoted principles based on two international models: Nature and Ecotourism Accreditation Programme, developed by the Ecotourism Association of Australia, and Nature’s Best, the certification system of the Swedish Ecotourism Association. AER’s approach is that these principles should be put into practice by those who offer ecotourism products as well as by those who plan the ecotourism-based development of an area. These principles are:

- Ecotourism takes place in natural areas;
- Ecotourism contributes to a better understanding, appreciation and enjoyment of discovering and protecting nature and traditional local culture;
- Ecotourism offers the best tourism practices from the point of view of nature protection and sustainable development;
- Ecotourism contributes actively to the protection of natural areas;
- Ecotourism contributes to the development of local communities in natural areas; Ecotourism must ensure the reduction of the negative impact on the local community and contributes to the conservation of local culture and traditions;
- Ecotourism must respond to the tourists’ expectations. Potential eco-tourists have a high level of education and expectations, so the degree of satisfaction in terms of the ecotourism product is essential.
- Ecotourism marketing offers visitors complete and responsible information which leads to an increase in their respect for the natural and cultural environment of the visited areas.

AER considered of critical importance to create the Ecotourism Certification System as a mechanism for putting into practice the basic principles of ecotourism, in order to ensure nature conservation and sustainable development of local communities through tourism. This is an important step in a wider context determined by the fact that in March 2003 the World Tourism Organization recommended to governments to support the initiatives that promote the certification in sustainable tourism. The Ecotourism Certification System developed by AER has adapted the international experience to the Romanian context. It is based on the Nature and Ecotourism Accreditation Programme promoted by the Australian Ecotourism Association (NEAP is the first accreditation system in ecotourism) and on Nature's Best developed by the Swedish Ecotourism Association (the first accreditation system in ecotourism in the northern hemisphere). The Ecotourism Certification System addresses three different categories of applicants: ecotourism programmes / tours provided by tour-operators or guides (i.e. eco-tours of maximum 15 participants), small-scale accommodation structures in rural and natural areas (eco-lodges and guesthouses of maximum 25 rooms), eco-destinations (one or several communities within natural areas). The Ecotourism Certification System has been developed in partnership with Green Cross Romania and co-funded by the Environmental Partnership Foundation.

The involvement of the Environmental Partnership Foundation, which was established as an independent foundation in 1998 and is a member of Environmental Partnership, is remarkable. Some of its programmes and projects are worth mentioning here (EPF 2009, selection from the web-site):
- **Strengthening partnerships for Nature Conservation and Tourism in Romania** - a grant-making and capacity-building programme that stimulates the development and promotion of ecotourism in Romania, by supporting sustainable initiatives. The goal of the programme is to promote the concept and the development of ecotourism, in order to support nature conservation and local communities. The programme has a grant-making component that aims to support pilot projects in the following counties of Romania: Alba, Arges, Bacău, Bihor, Bistrita Năsăud, Brasov, Buzău, Caras-Severin, Cluj, Covasna, Dâmbovita, Gorj, Harghita, Hunedoara, Maramures, Mures, Mehedinti, Neamt, Prahova, Sălaj, Satu Mare, Sibiu, Suceava, Vâlcea and Vrancea and a capacity building component through training, technical assistance, information and support for the beneficiary and potential beneficiaries of the funds.
- **Green Spaces** – a grant-making programme of the Environmental Partnership Foundation and MOL Romania which has a new component with the aim to promote the protected areas of Romania in order to increase their acceptance level by the active contribution of NGOs, schools, local communities and administrators of the protected areas. Projects that intend to run the following type of activities will be funded based on this component: Junior Rangers, Day of Protected Areas, Biodiversity Day, Educational...
Trail development in protected areas, Permanent exhibition development in the visitors’ center of the protected areas.

- **Living Heritage** - a grant and capacity development programme aimed at enabling local community development in Southern Europe by promoting sustainable culture and heritage initiatives. In Romania, the Living Heritage programme is implemented by the Environmental Partnership Foundation (Miercurea-Ciuc) and the Romanian Carpathian Foundation in partnership with the King Baudouin Foundation from Belgium. The programme's aim is the long-term support of local development through community involvement in the identification, conservation and sustainable use of heritage related resources.

- **Greenways** are successful and well recognized initiatives in Western European countries and in the United States. Greenways are routes, trails and natural corridors that are used in harmony with their ecological function and provide the opportunity for sports, tourism and recreation. Greenways offer plenty of benefits for our environment, improvement of the quality of life and present an opportunity for sustainable economic activities for the local population in towns and the countryside. The "Mineral Water Trail" Greenway is one of the first initiatives of this kind in Romania. This trail was created in Harghita County, in central Romania. The Romanian Environmental Partnership Foundation and the Csík County Environmental and Nature Protection Association took the first steps in 2000 in order to make this initiative a reality.

- **Eco-Business** – a programme which contributes to the sustainable economic regeneration in Romania. The method is to establish a framework for assisting Romanian small and medium-sized enterprises that wish to improve their environmental practices by promoting public/private sector partnerships. Romania will need to earmark larger financial resources in order to protect the environment, develop the administrative capacity required to implement the necessary measures, and to achieve proper legislation in accordance with EU regulations. The Eco-Business programme can play a significant role in achieving the above-mentioned goals by increasing the environmental knowledge of SMEs located in Harghita County, Romania. The success of the programme will impact SMEs’ attitudes towards the environment and at the same time increase their profits, therefore making it a win-win situation.

- **Transylvania Authentica** seeks to protect the region’s unique natural and cultural heritage by promoting and developing sustainable livelihoods. The Transylvania Authentica project is seeking to establish ways in which to ensure the survival of Transylvania’s incredibly rich agrarian culture and its traditional foods and agricultural products, by bringing together the regions smaller producers and manufacturers. Transylvania Authentica is a joint project of the Romanian Environmental Partnership Foundation and The Prince’s Charities Foundation.

---

**Eco-destinations in Romania: The Hateg Country & Retezat National Park**

The most suitable conclusion of this paper might be the presentation of two eco-destinations, which can guarantee the success of Romanian ecotourism in the future. It is about two wonderful places of Romania: Retezat National Park and The Hateg Country.

**Retezat National Park** - “It is maybe the over 80 alpine lakes reflecting the beautiful blue sky like in the innocent eyes of a child... or the deep green of the superb forests covering the mountain sides... or maybe the peace you find when staying in this wonderful place that make Retezat special. It is here that you can find yourself, in that state of innocence from the beginning of time, and you can revel in the purity of nature, charging yourself with the positive energies released by this magic land.” (AER, 2009). The **Hateg Country**, sometimes called “a small-scale representation of Transylvania” is another remarkable eco-destination of Romania. “To describe Hateg Country best, try to picture mountains with high pastures grazed...”
by flocks of sheep, beech and oak forests that cover the hills, with patches of orchards and valleys that host fields and small villages.” (AER, 2009).

These unique ecotourism destinations are possible due to AER and also to: Retezat Tourism Association (www.turismretezat.ro/) which brings together a group of local businesses and other stakeholders to develop and promote sustainable tourism in the Hateg area and the Retezat Massif; PAN Parks (www.panparks.org) which is an initiative to create a European-wide network of the best managed wilderness areas; The Retezat National Park Administration (www.retezat.ro) is in charge with maintaining the priceless value of Retezat and coordinates all activities for the benefit of the Park and its visitors; Hateg Country Dinosaur Geopark (www.geopark.go.ro) which has developed the UNESCO concept of Geopark and the European Geopark Network strategy that aim at an integrated approach to conservation of the natural and cultural heritage of a region, adapted to the Romanian context.

Let’s now present in detail the remarkable initiative of Hateg Country Dinosaur Geopark. For Romania, the Geopark opens a new era in approaching natural and cultural heritage conservation in the context of local development. For the first time in our country, universities, central and local authorities, entrepreneurs, schools and NGOs participated as partners in creating and implementing an integrated strategy for sustainable development.

The establishment of the geopark had a positive local and also regional impact. The Geopark created a network of natural and cultural significant places that are abundant in the Hateg area, which were included in organized tourist routes. The Geopark was established in order to become a place of scientific and ecologic education and training. In the near future positive effects will be firstly felt by the local communities that will be encouraged to create infrastructure facilities for hosting the visitors and development of ecotourism. The project will contribute to the revival of the folk traditions (costumes, dances) and handicrafts, creation of new small enterprises for processing agricultural products. Hateg Country Dinosaur Geopark is a member of the European Network of Geoparks since March 2005 and it is also present on the UNESCO Global Geoparks Network web-site. A remarkable initiative of a team composed firstly of Romanian academic professors, the Geopark represented at the same time a strategy and a framework for local initiatives and could also be considered a Local Agenda 21, providing a general framework for the development in this region in an attempt to revive the local traditions and to identify a coherent direction for economic development.

Eco-Romania does not mean only examples of best practices as above. It also means the unique ecosystems of the Danube Delta, The National Park Nerei Gorges – Beusnita which is protecting the longest karstic mountains from Romania, Apuseni Nature Park, Putna – Vrancea Nature Park, Touristic Area of Natural Reservation Iron Gates and so on. Eco-Romania means a huge potential for ecotourism development with unique traditions and cultural heritage in the European context.
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Annex: Some facts about Hateg Country Dinosaur Geopark

The Hateg Country has one of the most beautiful countrysides in Romania, having superb landscapes, so diverse that it has often been referred to as the small scale representation of Transylvania. The space of the country has also a strong cohesion assuring the setting for a strong local identity.

The area of the Hateg Country Dinosaurs Geopark overlaps the Hateg Country, situated in the north-western part of the Middle Carpathians. In the north, the Hateg basin opens to the depression of Transylvania through the corridor of Stei, it is rock-bounded at north-east and east by the Sureanu Mountains, at south by the Retezat Mountains, at south-west by the Tarcu Mountains, at north-west by the Poiana Rusca Mountains. In the south-east, it communicates with the Petrosani basin through the Merisor pass, and in the west with the Rusca Montana basin through the Transylvanian Iron Gate pass. The geopark neighbors to south the Retezat National Park and to north-east the Cioclovina – Gradistea Muncelului Natural Park. The park has a surface of 102.392 ha, including the localities: Densus, General Berthelot, Totesti, Rachitova, Sântamaria Orlea, Sarmizegetusa, Hateg, Baru Mare, Salasu de Sus, Pui and Râu de Mori.

The oldest signs of habituation, from the Prehistoric period, were found in the caves from Ohaba – Ponor and Cioclovina; artefacts from the Dacian period are still kept at Băița, Costesti, Gradistea Muncelului; from the Roman period, signs of workshops and pottery-kilns were found in Silvasul de Jos. From the Medieval period dates the first documentary attestation of the Hateg Country, in the Diploma of the The Knight’s of Saint John (1247), with the name of Terra Harszok. The continuity of habituation after this date is proved by series of written documents or edifices which constitute a real touristic potential yet not totally capitalized. The settlements’ network is formed by 79 localities, organized in 10 communes, each with 5 – 11 villages, and one town, with a total population of 38.133 inhabitants. The general conditions provided by the relief, climate and the quality of soils have determined different land usages. Thus, in the valleys are gathered the necessary conditions for the cultivation of cereals, technical and medicinal plants, while, on the slopes fruit or animal growing is practiced.

The Biodiversity of the Hateg Country is close connected with the vegetation belts found in the region and the special habitats that correspond to each of them. Descending from the mountains towards the plain, there are five vegetation districts: 1) alpine shrubs and grasslands above 1800m with Festuca supina, Vaccinium myrtillus and other species; 2) spruce fir forests between 1300-1800m sometimes locally mixed with Sorbus aucuparia, Fagus sylvatica and Abies alba; 3) beech forests, often mixed with similar species such as Tilia cordata, Ulmus montana, Fraxinus excelsior, and in mosaic with meadows and fields; 4) sessile oak forests, steppe grasslands and fields; 5) turkey oak and Hungarian oak forests found on small areas at altitudes lower than 500m, in most cases already turned into fields and grasslands. Protected areas in the geopark: The Peșteana Marsh, The Poienii Peak, The Silviu Forest, The Narcissus Hay Fields from Nucșoara, and The Hay Fields from Pui.

The Hateg area contains one of the latest assemblages of dinosaurs in the world. The fossil remains are internationally unique and are commonly known as the ‘dwarf dinosaurs of Transylvania’. Sites of interest: Sânpetru fossiliferous sites, Tustea fossiliferous site, Cârnic geologic site, Ohaba paleontologic site, Valioara paleontologic site, Stei geologic site, Silvasul de Sus fossiliferous site, Boița mine exploitation.

Among the monuments of the Hateg Country covering a 2.000 year long history, the most important are: Sarmizegetusa Ulpia Traiana, the capital of the roman province Dacia, Pesteana Church, built in the XIVth century, partially conserving wall paint from the XIVth century, Densus Church, controverted date of construction, most historians date it at the end of the XIIith century, Sânpetru Church dated in the XIVth-XVth with a collection of stones from the antique roman ruins in the façade, Sântamaria Orlea Parochial Church, built at the end of the XIIith century having its interior with one of the most beautiful fresques from South Transylvania, dated 1311A.C., Subcetate Fortress, the most important medieval fortress of the Hateg Country, Malaiesti Fortress, one of the oldest fortresses of the Hateg Country, a type of military construction rarely preserved in Romania, Colt Fortress, a refuge fortress dating in XIVth century, built in the northern highlands of Retezat Mountains, also considered subject of inspiration of Jules Verne’s novel "The Castle of the Carpathians", Colt’s Fortress Church, built in the XIVth century, now belonging to the Colt monastery.

The ethnographic values are represented by rural localities with households safeguarding the traditional architecture, crafts and customs. Characteristic for the region is the wide celebration of the local "Nedea", a fest that each village has once per year. The most important ethnographic elements found in the region are: the costumes, the traditional music and dancing, the local cuisine, the vernacular architecture, the shepderding traditions, local crafts mostly wood carvings, homespun.